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A class of identities in the GrassmannCayley algebra which yields a large
number of geometric theorems on the incidence of subspaces of projective spaces
was found by Hawrylycz (‘‘Geometric Identities in Invariant Theory,’’ Ph.D. thesis,
Massachusetts, Institute of Technology, 1994). In this paper we establish a link
between such identities in the GrassmannCayley algebra and a class of inequalities
in the class of linear lattices, i.e., the lattices of commuting equivalence relations.
We prove that a subclass of identities found by Hawrylycz, namely, the Arguesian
identities of order 2, can be systematically translated into inequalities holding in
linear lattices. As a consequence, we obtain a family of geometric theorems on the
incidence of subspaces that are characteristic-free and independent of dimensions.
 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of the present paper is to establish connections between
two mathematical fields which are theoretically quite distinct but practically
closely related, namely, the theory of GrassmannCayley algebras and the
theory of linear lattices.
A GrassmannCayley algebra is essentially the exterior algebra of a
vector space, equipped with two operations, join and meet, which are the
algebraic rendering of the join and meet of subspaces of a vector space. The
existence of these operations goes all the way back to Grassmann [11],
under the name of progressive and regressive products. Unfortunately, much of
his work in this area has been neglected. Only in the past two decades has his
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work been recognized, developed, and extended, first by Doubilet et al. [7],
and then by many others including, but not limited to, Barnabei, Brini, Crapo,
Hawrylycz, Huang, Kung, Sturmfels, White, and Whitely.
The development of GrassmannCayley algebras is a notable step forward
in the program of invariant theory. First, it asserts that every invariant and
every invariant operation of vectors and covectors in a projective space can
be expressed as a polynomial in a GrassmannCayley algebra. Second, it
shifts the emphasis from the classification of invariantsthe central
problem of the classical invariant theoryto the problem of expressing the
fact of projective geometry in terms of identities holding among extensors
in the GrassmannCayley algebra.
In his 1994 thesis, Hawrylycz [13] discovered a class of identities hold-
ing among joins and meets which remarkably turn out to correspond in a
striking and unexpected way to classical theorems of projective geometry,
and their generalizations to higher dimensions. Theorems such as those of
Desargues, Pappus, Bricard, and Fontene of classical synthetic geometry
are revealed to be expressible as simple and elegant identities holding
among joins and meets of extensors. Hawrylycz’s work reveals that the
heart of the identities lies in certain multilinearity properties of expression
in joins and meets of vectors and covectors. Identities having geometric
significance involve two polynomials, say P and Q, in joins and meets, the
first of which is linear in the vector variables but not in the covector
variables, and the second of which is linear in the covectors but not in the
vector variables. Under certain simple combinatorial conditions, P and Q
lead to an identity, up to a scalar factor. These identities were named
Arguesian identities by Hawrylycz, as each polynomial P and Q represents
a projective invariant that can be seen as the generalization of the configu-
ration of Desargues’ theorem in the projective plane. These identities can
be systematically interpreted as theorems relating to the incidence of sub-
spaces in projective spaces. The multiplication of scalar does not change
the geometric significance of the identities. A large number of new theorems
follow from simple geometric interpretation of these identities, most of
which would be challenging to prove in classical geometric terms, either
synthetically or by using homogeneous coordinates.
Another approach for the algebraic rendering of expressions involving
joins and meets of subspaces of vectors spaces is the lattice theory setting.
Modular lattices, and, more recently after Haiman [16] and Finberg et al.
[9], linear lattices (lattices of commuting equivalence relations) were seen
as an analog of Boolean algebra that might be suitable for such a purpose.
Although the possibility of such a program has not been established, it is
likely that a host of invariant facts about subspaces of vector spaces should
be expressible as identities holding in linear lattices and thus in modular
lattices as well. It was evident from the start of lattice theory with Dedekind
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that reasoning with the modular law, or with the proof theory developed
by Haiman or Finberg et al., is far from transparent. Nonetheless, the ques-
tion naturally arises of whether any of the Arguesian identities can be
translated into identities holding in linear lattices. Hawrylycz conjectured
that for a given identity, a closely related identity, in which algebraic joins
and meets are replaced by latticial joins and meets, will hold in linear or
modular lattices [14]. In this aspect he went a step forward by obtaining
identities holding in GrassmannCayley algebras in a general form, by
allowing the replacement of vectors (resp. covectors) by extensors of a
prefixed step (resp. costep) k. However, his work does not have any rela-
tion with the theory of linear lattices, nor does he allow the variables in the
generalized identities to have arbitrary steps.
In the present paper we give an affirmative answer to Hawrylycz’s
conjecture for a subclass of the class of Arguesian identities, namely, the
Arguesian identities of order 2. Precisely, for any GrassmannCayley
expression P in joins and meets, we create a lattice polynomial by ‘‘unfold-
ing’’ the expression P with respect to a variable a as follows: If the expression
can be written as
P=(( } } } ((a 6 M1) 7 M2) 6 M3) } } } Mk&1) 7  6 Mk ,
for some polynomials M1 , ..., Mk , then the a-unfolding of P is the lattice
polynomial
a7 P a=a 7 (M1 6 (M2 7 (M3 6 ( } } } (Mk&1 6  7 Mk))) } } } )).
Given an Arguesian identity of order 2, say P=Q as defined by
Hawrylycz, we prove that the lattice inequality a 7 P aa 7 Q a holds in
every linear lattice where a 7 P a and a7 Q a are the a-unfoldings of the
polynomials P and Q. This lattice inequality, when restricted to the lattice
of subspaces of a projective space, with each variable being specialized to
a vector or covector, bears the same geometric meaning as the original
Arguesian identity. The main technique we used is the proof theory for
linear lattices developed by Haiman and Finberg et al., and the visualiza-
tion of the proofs of linear lattices by the series-parallel graphs. A crucial
observation is that the a-unfolding of an expression P, which may seem to
be artificial at the first glance, is actually natural if one inspects the series-
parallel graphs: The graph associated to the lattice polynomial a 7 P a is
exactly the same graph of P where P is viewed as a lattice polynomial,
except that one reads between a different pair of vertices. This observation
is the foundation of the present work. Furthurmore, it provides a systematic
way of constructing complicated lattice inequalities from the easy ones in
the class of linear lattices.
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The present paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we summarize
some of the essential results on GrassmannCayley algebras and linear
lattices, which will be used in the following sections. Examples of how these
results can be used to prove geometric theorems are also provided. In
Section 4, we state and prove the main result of this paper, namely that
every Arguesian identity of order 2 has a latticial analog in the class of
linear lattices. The geometric theorem implied by the identity can be viewed
as a consequence of the corresponding lattice inequality. In the last section,
we apply our results to a number of examples. In particular, we classified
all Arguesian identities of order 2 in the projective plane and the three-
dimensional projective space and listed all the geometric theorems implied
by these identities.
From Hawrylycz’s construction of Arguesian identities, one notices that
the identities of order 2 are substantially different from identities of higher
orders. This difference is fundamental. For instance, every attempt to prove
a corresponding lattice inequality, even for the simplest Arguesian identity
of order 3, which implies a theorem in the projective plane discovered by
Raoul Bricard [4], has failed. Nonetheless, we can still apply our method
to unfold an arbitrary Arguesian identity with respect to a vector and get a
lattice inequality. In an upcoming paper by the second author [27], it will
be proved that the lattice inequalities obtained in this fashion hold in every
lattice of subgroups of an Abelian group. The class of lattices of subgroups
of Abelian groups is called the congruence varieties of Abelian groups, which
contains the lattices of subspace of vector spaces as a subclass. By this
means we systematically translate the identities in GrassmannCayley algebras
into identities holding in the general linear spaces, which are characteristic-free
and independent of dimensions. This result, combined with the result of the
present paper, gives a complete answer to the conjecture of Hawrylycz’s in
general linear spaces.
The authors thank Professor Gian-Carlo Rota. Without his constant
support, suggestions, and ideas this paper would not have been written.
The authors also thank Dr. M. Hawrylycz and Professor N. White for their
technical help.
2. THE GRASSMANNCAYLEY ALGEBRA
Let K be an arbitrary field and V be a vector space of dimension n over K.
We define a bracket (of step n) over the vector space V to be a non-degenerate
alternating n-linear form defined over the vector space V; in symbols, a
function
v1 , ..., vn  [v1 , ..., vn] # K
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defined as the vectors v1 , ..., vn range over the vector space V, with the
following properties:
1. [v1 , ..., vn]=0 if vi=vj for some i{ j,
2. there exist elements v1 , ..., vn in V such that [v1 , ..., vn]{0,
3. for every :, ; in K and v, u in V,
[v1 , ..., vi&1 , :v+;u, vi+1 , ..., vn]=:[v1 , ..., vi&1 , v, vi+1 , ..., vn]
+;([v1 , ..., vi&1 , u, vi+1 , ..., vn].
A Peano space of step n is defined as a pair (V, [ } ]), where V is a vector
space of dimension n and [ } ] is a bracket of step n over V. We shall denote
a Peano space by the single letter V, leaving the bracket understood, when-
ever no confusion is possible. The notion of a Peano space, the exterior
algebra of a Peano space, and the basic properties of these structures were
first developed by Doubilet et al. [7] and later Barnabei et al. [3]. In what
follows we review some of their results that are closely related to our work.
The reader is referred to these papers for a more complete treatment.
Definition 2.1. The exterior algebra  (V) of the vector space V is
obtained as the quotient of the free associative algebra on V by the ideal
generated by v2, for all v in V.
The exterior algebra of V is graded and can be written as a direct sum
 (V)=
n
i=0
 i (V), where dimK \ i (V)+=\ni+ .
The product in  (V) will be denoted by ‘‘’’ and called join. The
elements in i (V) are called tensors of step i. In particular, if we choose
a basis [e1 , e2 , ..., en] of V, then a basis for 
i (V) is given by
[ek1 6 ek2 6 } } } 6 eki | 1k1<k2< } } } <k in].
A tensor x of step i will be called decomposable, or an extensor if there
exist vectors v1 , ..., vi so that x=v1 6 } } } 6 vi .
Proposition 2.1. For vectors v1 , ..., vk in V, the extensor v1 6 } } } 6 vk
does not equal 0 if and only if [v1 , ..., vk] is a linearly independent set of
vectors.
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Proposition 2.2. Let W be a subspace of V, of dimension k>0. If
[v1 , ..., vk] and [w1 , ..., wk] are two bases of W, then
v1 6 } } } 6 vk=cw1 6 } } } 6 wk ,
for some non-zero constant c.
By Proposition 2.2 every non-trivial subspace of V is uniquely represented,
modulo a non-zero scalar, by a non-zero extensor and vice versa. The zero
subspace is represented by scalars. We say that the extensor v1 6 } } } 6 vk
support the subspace spanned by [v1 , ..., vk].
Proposition 2.3. Let x, y be two extensors that support vector spaces X
and Y, respectively. Then
1. x 6 y=0 if and only if X & Y{[0].
2. If X & Y=[0], then the extensor x 6 y is the extensor associated to
the space spanned by X _ Y.
The join operation of  (V) is associative, distributive over addition, and
anti-commutative. Explicitly,
Proposition 2.4. (1) If x, y, z #  (V) and :, ; are scalars in K, then
(:x+;y) 6 z=:(x 6 z)+;( y 6 z).
(2) If x, y #  (V) are of step, h, k, then
x 6 y=(&1)hk y 6 x.
(3) For vectors v1 , ..., vi and a permutation _ of [1, ..., i],
v1 6 } } } 6 vi=sgn(_) v_1 6 } } } 6 v_i .
A second operation in the exterior algebra of a Peano space is the meet.
It was first recognized by Hermann Grassmann as the regressive product,
unfortunately denoted by the same notation as join. The significant discovery
that the exterior algebra of a Peano space, with its two operations of join
6 and meet 7 , is the natural structure for the study of projective
invariant theory under the special linear group was not made explicit until
Doubilet et al. [7].
Given an extensor A=a1 6 a2 6 } } } 6 ak and an ordered r-tuple of
non-negative integers h1 , h2 , ..., hr such that h1+h2+ } } } +hr=k, a split of
type (h1 , h2 , ..., hr) of the representation A=a1 6a2 6 } } } 6 ak is an ordered
r-tuple of extensors (A(1) , A(2) , ..., A(r)) such that
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1. A(i)=1 if h i=0 and A(i)=a i1 6 ai2 6 } } } 6 aih i , where i1<i2
< } } } <ihi if hi {0,
2. A(i) 6 A( j) {0 if i{ j,
3. A(1) 6 A(2) 6 } } } 6 A(r)=\A.
Given a split (A(1) , A(2) , ..., A(r)) of an extensor A, define
sgn(A(1) , A(2) , ..., A(r))={ 1&1
if A(1) 6 A(2) 6 } } } 6 A(r)=A,
if A(1) 6 A(2) 6 } } } 6 A(r)=&A.
Definition 2.2. Given extensors x=v1 6 } } } 6 vi and y=w1 6 } } }
6 wj , define x 7 y=0 if i+ j<n and
x 7 y= :
(x(1) , x(2))
sgn(x(1) , x(2))[x(1) , y] x(2)
= :
_n&j+1< } } } <_i
_ # S j
_1< } } } <_n&j
sgn(_)[v_1 } } } v_n&j w1 } } } wj] v_n&j+1 } } } v_i (2.1)
if i+ jn, where (x(1) , x(2)) ranges over all the splits of type (n& j,
i+ j&n) of the extensor x.
An equivalent definition of the meet is the following expression ([7, 3]).
x 7 y= :
( y(1) , y(2) )
sgn( y(1) , y(2))[x, y (2)] y(1)
= :
_i+ j&n+1< } } } <_j
_ # S j
_1< } } } <_i+j&n
sgn(_)[v1 } } } viw_i+j&n+1 } } } w_j ] w_1 } } } w_i+j&n ,
(2.2)
where ( y(1) , y(2)) ranges over all the splits of type (n&i, i+ j&n) of the
extensor y.
The definition of meet can be extended to  (V) by linearity. This operation
is associative and anti-commutative in the following sense: Let x, y be tensors
of step i and j, then
y 7 x=(&1) (n&i)(n& j) x 7 y.
The meet is dual to the join, where duality exchanges vectors with covec-
tors (extensors of step n&1). The meet corresponds to lattice meet of
subspaces.
Proposition 2.5. Let x, y be two extensors that support subspaces X
and Y, respectively. Then
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1. x 7 y=0 if and only if X _ Y does not span V.
2. If X _ Y spans V, then the extensor x 7 y supports X & Y.
Definition 2.3. The exterior algebra  (V) of a Peano space of step n
equipped with the two operations of join 6 and meet 7 is called the
GrassmannCayley algebra of step n and denoted by GC(n). It is a graded
double algebra. Denote by GCk(n) the subspace of tensors of step k. Extensors
in GCn&1(n) are called covectors.
We use the following notations throughout this paper. We let lowercase
letters denote vectors and uppercase letters denote covectors. Juxtaposition
of vectors a1a2 } } } ak shall denote their join a1 6 a2 6 } } } 6 ak , while the
juxtaposition of covectors X1 X2 } } } Xk denotes their meet X1 7 X2 7 } } }
7 Xk .
Proposition 2.6. Let a1 , a2 , ..., ak be vectors, and X1 , ..., Xs be covectors
of GC(n) with ks. Set A=a1a2 } } } ak , then
A 7 (X1 7 } } } 7 Xs)= :
(A(1) , ..., A(s+1))
sgn(A (1) , ..., A(s+1))[A(1) , X1]
} } } [A(s) , Xs] A(s+1) .
Example 2.1.
(a1 6 a2 6 a3) 7 (X1 7 X2)
=[a1 , X1][a2 , X2] a3&[a1 , X1][a3 , X2] a2&[a2 , X1][a1 , X2] a3
+[a2 , X1][a3 , X2] a1+[a3 , X1][a1 , X2] a2&[a3 , X1][a2 , X2] a1 .
Corollary 2.7. Let a1 , ..., an be vectors and B1 , ..., Bn be covectors.
Then
(a1 6 } } } 6 an) 7 (B1 7 } } } 7 Bn)=det([ai , Bj]).
Let V be a Peano space of dimension n over a field K. We say that a
basis [e1 , ..., en] for the space V is unimodular if [e1 , ..., en]=1.
Definition 2.4. The extensor
E=e1 6 } } } 6 en
of GC(n) will be called the integral. The integral is well defined and does
not depend on the choice of a unimodular basis.
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The integral behaves like an identity in the GrassmannCayley algebra.
More precisely,
Proposition 2.8. (1) For every tensor x with step(x)>0, we have
x 6 E=0, x 7 E=x,
while, for every scalar k, we have
k 6 E=kE, k 7 E=k.
(2) For every n-tuple (v1 , ..., vn) of vectors in v, we have the identity
v1 6 } } } 6 vn=[v1 , ..., vn] E.
Many identities between polynomials in GC(n) can be easily derived
from the definitions. The following two Propositions, 2.9 and 2.10, are
essential to the present work.
Proposition 2.9. Let x, y be extensors whose steps add up to n. Then
x6 y=(x 7 y) E.
Proposition 2.10. Let x, y, z be extensors whose steps add up to n. Then
x 7 ( y 6 z)=[x, y, z]=(x6 y) 7 z.
Proposition 2.11. Let P(ai , 6, 7) be a non-zero polynomial in GC(n)
involving only join, meet and extensors. Then step(P)=k if and only if
i step(ai)#k(mod n), where 0k<n.
Proposition 2.12. Let [e1 , ..., en] be a basis for V. Define
Ui=(&1) (i&1) e1 6 } } } 6 ei&1 6 ei+1 6 } } } 6 en .
Then [U1 , ..., Un] is a basis of GCn&1(n) and [ei , Uj]=$ij[e1 , ..., en].
Definition 2.5. The set [U1 , ..., Un] defined in Proposition 2.12 is
called the cobasis, or dual basis, of the basis [e1 , ..., en].
In the following we simply denote by U the space of covectors GCn&1(n).
This space U can be given a natural Peano structure [[ } ]] by defining, for
X1 , ..., Xn in U,
[[X1 , ..., Xn]]=X1 7 } } } 7 Xn . (2.3)
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Theorem 2.13 (Cauchy). Let a1 , ..., an be a basis of V, and X1 , ..., Xn be
its dual basis. Then
[[X1 , ..., Xn]]=[a1 , ..., an]n&1.
Consequently, unimodularity of [a1 , ..., an] implies unimodularity of
[X1 , ..., Xn].
The meet operation defines an exterior algebra structure on the vector
space U. The duality operator connecting ( (V), 6) and ( (U), 7) is
the Hodge Star Operator.
Definition 2.6. Let [a1 , ..., an] be any unimodular basis of V, and
[X1 , ..., Xn] be its cobasis. Then the star operator V is defined on a basis
of GC(n) as
V 1=E,
V ei=ui ,
V (ei1 6 } } } 6 eik )=(V ei1) 7 } } } 7 (V eik ).
Proposition 2.14. The Hodge star operator has the following properties:
1. V maps GCi (n) isomorphically onto GCn&i (n);
2. V (x 6 y)=(V x) 7 (V y), V (x 7 y)=(V x) 6 (V y), for every
x, y # GC(n);
3. V 1=E, V E=1;
4. V (V x)=(&1)k(n&k) x for every x # GCk(n).
Following [3] we introduce the notion of the cosplit of an extensor
written as a meet of extensors. Let A be an extensor and A=X1 7 } } } 7 Xk
where Xi are covectors. Given an ordered r-tuple of non-negative integers
h1 , ..., hr such that h1+ } } } hr=k, a cosplit of type (h1 , ..., hr) of the representa-
tion A=X1 7 } } } 7 Xk is an ordered r-tuple of extensors (A(1), ..., A(r)) such
that
1. A(i)=E if hi=0 and A(i)=X i1 7 Xi2 6 } } } 7 Xihi , where i1<i2
< } } } <ihi if hi {0,
2. A(i) 7 A ( j){0 if i{ j,
3. A(1) 7 A(2) 7 } } } 7 A(r)=\A.
Given a cosplit (A(1), A(2), ..., A(r)) of an extensor A, we define
sgn(A(1), A(2), ..., A(r))={ 1&1
if A (1) 7 A(2) 7 } } } 7 A(r)=A,
if A(1) 7 A(2) 7 } } } 7 A(r)=&A.
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For any positive integer k{n, we extended the bracket [[ } ]] to the
k-tuple of covectors X1 , ..., Xk by letting [[X1 } } } Xk]]=0.
By the Hodge duality,  (U) has a double algebra structure: If we call
 the product in  (U), we can then define the meet  in  (U) to be the
following:
X 7 Y= :
(X)
sgn(X (1), X (2))[[X (1)Y]] X (2)
= :
(Y)
sgn(Y (1), Y (2))[[XY (2)]] Y (1),
where the summation is taken over all cosplits of the extensors X and Y.
Proposition 2.15. Let X1 , ..., Xk be covertors and a1 , ..., as be vectors,
with ks. Set A=X1 7 } } } 7 Xk . Then
A 6 (a1 6 } } } 6 an)=:
A
sgn(A(1), ..., A(s))[A(1), a1] } } } [A(s), as] A(s+1).
where the summation is taken over all cosplits of the extensor A.
An identity in GrassmannCayley algebras is an expression of the form
P=Q where P, Q are polynomials built out of joins, meets, extensors and
brackets. Identities in GrassmannCayley algebras are often used to express
incidence relations and incidence theorems in projective geometry. To
illustrate this, we provide the geometric statements of the Desargues and
Bricard theorems, along with their corresponding identities in GC(3).
Theorem 2.16 (Desargues). Let a, b, c, a$, b$, c$ be six distinct points in
the projective plane. Then the lines L=aa$, M=bb$, N=cc$ are concurrent
if and only if the points x=bc & b$c$, y=ac & a$c$, z=ab & a$b$ are collinear.
An identity of the Desargues theorem in the GrassmannCayley algebra
is given by the formula (2.4) where a, b, c, a$, b$, c$ are vectors of GC(3),
and where we denote by A, B, C the joins b$ 6 c$, a$ 6 c$, and a$6 b$,
respectively.
[a, b, c]((a 6 BC) 7 (b6 AC)) 6 (c 6 AB)
=[[A, B, C]](bc 7 A) 6 (ac 7 B) 6 (ab 7 C). (2.4)
The proof of this identity may be found in [3, 7, 9, 14], etc.
Theorem 2.17 (Bricard). Let a, b, c and a$, b$, c$ be two triangles in the
projective plane. Form the lines aa$, bb$, and cc$ joining respective vertices.
Then these lines intersect the opposite edges bc, ac, and ab in collinear points
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if and only if the join of the points bc & b$c$, ac & a$c$ and ab & a$b$ to the
opposite vertices a$, b$ and c$ form three concurrent lines.
An identity for Bricard theorem is the following equation [14].
[a, b, c]2 ((a 6 BC) 7 A) 6 ((b 6 AC) 7 B) 6 ((c 6 AB) 7 C)
=[[A, B, C]]2 ((A 7 bc) 6 a) 7 ((B 7 ac) 6 b) 7 ((C 7 ab) 6 c).
(2.5)
Where A=b$c$, B=a$c$ and C=a$b$.
We will see in Section 4 that the identities (2.4) and (2.5) are Arguesian
identities of order 2 and order 3, respectively (c.f. Section 4). In this paper
we show that the Arguesian identities of order 2 can be extended to lattice
inequalities in linear lattices. In an upcoming paper of the second author
[27], we will extend the Arguesian identities of arbitrary orders to lattice
inequalities in the congruence varieties of Abelian groups. Such lattice
inequalities generalize the Desargues and Bricard theorems to general linear
spaces, which describe the incidence of subspaces that is characteristic-free
and independent of dimensions.
3. LINEAR LATTICES
Generally speaking, linear lattices are the lattices of commuting equiv-
alence relations. Such lattices occur frequently in mathematics. Lattices of
subspaces of a vector space, lattices of normal subgroups of a group, and
lattices of ideals of a ring are all examples of linear lattices. For a long time
such lattices had been considered as modular latticesa larger class of
lattices that satisfy the following identity (modular law), discovered by
Dedekind:
a7 (b 6 (a 7 c))=(a 7 b) 6 (a 7 c), for all a, b, c in the lattice. (3.1)
The notion of modular lattice misled logicians and mathematicians for
decades. Modular lattices, which are defined by the Eq. (3.1), seemed to be
the next natural concept after Boolean algebras. The fact is, however, that
most examples of modular lattices occurring in algebra and combinatorics
enjoy the stronger property of being linear lattices. Unlike modular lattices,
it is not known whether linear lattices can not be defined by identities
alone; as a matter of fact, there is to this day no simply wary of axiomatiz-
ing linear lattices. This lack of an abstract definition is perhaps the reason
why in the past the theory of linear lattices was subsumed into the theory
of modular lattices.
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Linear lattices were studied as ‘‘lattices of commuting equivalence relations’’
and ‘‘lattices with a type I representation’’ in literature, for example, by O. Ore
[22], B. Jo nsson [19, 18], and many others. The deepest result to date on
linear lattices is a proof theory due to Haiman [16], and later modified by
Finbery et al. [9]. Such a proof theory completely characterized the class
of linear lattices by a set of implications. According to this excellent work,
the proofs in linear lattices can be visualized by performing operations in
series-parallel graphs, in much the same way as the relations among sets
can be visualized by the drawing of Venn diagrams.
Let us recall the notion and properties of commuting equivalence relations.
A relation on a set S is a subset of S_S. All Boolean operations among
sets are defined on the set of all relations. Union, intersection and complement
are defined in the usual manner. The identity relation is I=[(x, x) | x # S].
Composition of relations is defined as follows: if R and T are relations,
then
R b T=[(x, y) # S_S | There exists z # S such that (x, z) # R, (z, y) # T].
An equivalence relation R is a reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation.
Given an equivalence relation R on a set S, the equivalence classes form a
partition of S. Conversely, every partition ? of S defines a unique equiv-
alence relation whose equivalence classes are the blocks of ?. We denote
the equivalence relation associated with the partition ? by R? . The lattice
of equivalence relations on a set S is isomorphic to the partition lattice of S.
Two equivalence relations R? and R_ , or partitions ? and _ are said to
be independent if A & B{< for every pair of blocks A # ? and B # _. Two
equivalence relations R? and R_ commute if R? b R_=R_ b R? .
DubreilJacotin characterized the structure of commuting equivalence
relations with the following theorem [8].
Theorem 3.1 (DubreilJacotin). Two equivalence relations R? and R_
associated with partitions ? and _ commute if and only if for every block C
of the partition ? 6 _ the restrictions ?|C , _|C are independent partitions.
Definition 3.1. A linear lattice is a sublattice of the lattice of partitions
of a set, with the property that the equivalence relations associated with
any two partitions in the lattice commute, in the sense of composition of
relations.
The lattice of subspaces of a vector space is an example of a lattice that
is naturally isomorphic to a lattice of commuting equivalence relations on
the underlying vector space viewed as a mere set. Indeed, if W is a subspace
of a vector space V, one defines an equivalence relation on the set of vectors
in V by setting xty whenever x& y # W. Meet and join of subspaces are
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isomorphic to meet and join of the corresponding equivalence relations on
the set V. The lattice of subspaces of a vector space V is isomorphic to a
sublattice of the lattice of all equivalence relations on the set V, in which
any two equivalence relations commute.
Let A=[a, ..., c] be a linear lattice. A lattice polynomial is an expression
P(a, ..., c) built out of the elements of A with the operations join and meet.
A lattice inequality is an expression of the form PQ, where P and Q are
lattice polynomials.
For two elements :, ; which lie in the same equivalence class of an
equivalence relation R, we write :R;.
Definition 3.2. A lattice inequality PQ is said to be valid in the class
of linear lattices if it is true in every model of linear lattices. It is said to
be provable if the implication
:R(P) ; O :R(Q) ;
can be deduced by the following deduction rules, where R(P), R(Q) denote
the equivalence relations associated to P, Q in a linear lattice, and Greek
letters :, ;, # denote the elements in the underlying set. Here we shall
denote the given instances of the relations above a horizontal line, the
instances immediately derived from these below that line, as customary in
mathematical logic.
Deduction Rules for Linear Lattices. (1) Reflexivity.
1
1, :R(P) :
,
where : is an element in the underlying set, and P is a lattice polynomial.
(2) Transitivity.
1, :R(P) ;, ;R(P) #
1, :R(P) ;, ;R(P) #, :R(P) #
,
where :, ;, # are elements in the underlying set, and P is a lattice polynomial.
(3) Symmetry.
1, :R(P) ;
1, :R(P) ;, ;R(P) :
,
where :, ; are elements in the underlying set, and P is a lattice polynomial.
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(4) Splitting Meets.
1, :R(P 7 Q) ;
1, :R(P 7 Q) ;, :R(P) ;, :R(Q) ;
,
where :, ; are elements in the underlying set, and P Q are lattice polynomials.
(5) Combining Meets.
1, :R(P) ;, :R(Q) ;
1, :R(P) ;, :R(Q) ;, :R(P 7 Q) ;
,
where :, ; are element in the underlying set, and P Q are lattice polynomials.
(6) Splitting Joins.
1, :R(P 6 Q) ;
1, :R(P 6 Q) ;, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;
,
where :, ; are elements in the underlying set, P Q are lattice polynomials,
and # is a new element in the underlying set that does not appear in 1 and
is not equal to :, ;.
(7) Combining Joins.
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;, :R(P 6 Q) ;
,
where :, ;, # are elements in the underlying set, and P Q are lattice
polynomials.
(8) Commutativity.
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;, :R(Q) $, $R(P) ;
,
where :, ;, # are elements in the underlying set, P Q are lattice polyno-
mials, and $ is a new element of the underlying set that does not appear
in 1 and is not equal to :, ;, #.
Theorem 3.2 (Proof Theory for Linear Lattices, Haiman). A lattice
inequality PQ is valid in linear lattices if and only if it is provable by the
above deduction rules.
Proofs in linear lattices can be visualized by series-parallel graphs. Given
a lattice inequality PQ, we construct a graph G(P) which consists of two
vertices :, ; and an edge connecting them with a label P. The proof theory
for linear lattices can be restated as follows [9, 16].
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Theorem 3.3. A lattice inequality PQ is valid if and only if an edge
connecting : and ; with label Q can be obtained by performing the following
operations on the graph G(P).
1. Reflexive. For any vertex : and any label P in Gn , add a loop
around : with the label P.
2. Transitive. If :R(P) + and +R(P) ; are edges of Gn , connect : and
; by an edge labeled P.
3. Splitting Meets. For every edge with vertices :, ; labeled P 7 Q,
add two new edges with endpoints :, ;, labeled P and Q.
4. Combining Meets. For every pair of edges with common endpoints
:, ; and labels P, Q, add a new edge with endpoints :, ; which is labeled by
P 7 Q.
5. Splitting Joins. For every edge with vertices : and ; labeled by
P 6 Q, add two new edges with endpoints (:, +) and (+, ;), labeled by P and
Q, where + is a new vertex.
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6. Combining Joins. For every pair of edges whose endpoints are
(:, +), (+, ;), and whose labels are P, Q, add a new edge whose endpoints are
:, ;, labeled by P 6 Q.
7. Commutativity. For any two edges whose endpoints are (:, +),
(+, ;), and whose labels are P, Q, add a new vertex $ and edges with end-
points (:, $), ($, ;), and labels Q, P, respectively.
We illustrate Theorem 3.3 by an example.
Example 3.1. The inequality
a 7 (a$ 6 (bb$7 cc$))b 6 (a$b$ 7 ((bc 7 b$c$) 6 (ac 7 a$c$))) (3.2)
is valid in linear lattices.
Proof. Denote by P (resp. Q) the left-hand side (resp. right-hand side)
of the inequality (3.2). The proof of this inequality is given by Fig. 1, where
numbers on the arrows indicate the operations used in each step. K
Remark. The inequality (3.2) is the lattice version of the Desargues
theorem (Theorem 2.16) in the projective space (Fig. 2).
To see this, suppose that in a projective space, the lines aa$, bb$ and cc$
are concurrent. Then a lies on the join of a$ with point p=bb$ & cc$, there-
fore the left hand side of (3.2) equals a. Let x=bc & b$c$, y=ac & a$c$, and
z=ab & a$b$. The inequality (3.2) means that a lies on the join of b with
point a$b$ & xy. This implies that z belongs to xy, as desired. The other
direction of the Desargues theorem follows from the fact that Desargues
theorem is self-dual.
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FIG. 1. Proof of Arguesian inequality 3.2 where K=(bc 7 b$c$) 6 (ac 7 a$c$).
4. LATTICIAL THEOREMS FOR ARGUESIAN IDENTITIES
The GrassmannCayley algebra has proven to be a useful setting for
proving and verifying geometric theorems in a projective space P. The
theorems they deal with are statements on incidence relations of projective
subspaces of P. Classic theorems of projective geometry, such as the theorem
of Desargues, Pappus, Bricard, and various generalizations of them, can be
realized as identities in the GrassmannCayley algebra, as shown by Doubilet,
Finberg, Hawrylycz, Haiman, Mainetti, Rota, Stein, and others [7, 9, 1214,
16]. Many such identities can be extended to inequalities in the class of
linear lattice, for example, Desargues theorem and its higher order analogs
[16]. In this section we study the lattice inequalities obtained by extending
a collection of identities in GrassmannCayley algebras, precisely, the
Arguesian identities of order 2, to the class of linear lattices. This collection
of GrassmannCayely identities yield a collection of theorems on the
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FIG. 2. Desargues theorem in a projective space.
incidence relations of projective subspaces that are characteristic-free and
independent of dimensions.
Definition 4.1. Let I: P=Q be an identity in the GrassmannCayley
algebra GC(n) which implies a geometric theorem T: R  S, where R
and S are geometric statements in the projective space Pn&1. Let I be a
lattice inequality. Suppose that the implication (R O S) can be proved
under the assumption that I is valid in the class of linear lattices. In this
case the inequality I is said to be a left lattice semi-analog of the Grassmann
Cayley identity I with respect to the theorem T. Similarly one defines the
right lattice semi-analog of I with respect to T. If a GrassmannCayley
identity I has both left and right lattice semi-analogs which are valid in the
class of linear lattices, we say that I is a latticial identity in the Grassmann
Cayley algebra and the geometric theorem T is a latticial theorem.
Given an identity in a GrassmannCayley algebra, it is not difficult to
find a lattice semi-analog (c.f. Proposition 4.2). However, not all identities
are latticial as the lattice semi-analogs may not be valid in the class of
linear lattices. For instance, Desargues theorem (Theorem 2.16) is latticial,
as shown in Example 3.1 and the remark thereafter, with the inequality (3.2)
being a left lattice semi-analog. Indeed, the inequality (3.2) also provides a
right lattice semi-analog, by the Principle of Duality in projective spaces.
On the other hand, the following Pappus theorem is not a latticial theorem,
as it holds only in projective spaces over commutative fields.
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Pappus Theorem. If points a, b, c are collinear and a$, b$, c$ are collinear
and all distinct in the projective plane, then the intersections ab$ & a$b,
bc$ & b$c and ca$ & c$a are collinear.
The corresponding identity of Pappus theorem in GC(3) is the following
equation, where each lowercase letter represents a vector in GC(3).
(bc$ 7 b$c) 6 (ca$ 7 c$a) 6 (ab$ 7 a$b)
=(c$b 7 b$c) 6 (ca$ 7 ab) 6 (ab$7 a$c$).
We will see later that this identity is not an Arguesian identity.
Let P be a polynomial in a GrassmannCayley algebra in joins and
meets of extensors. An expression Q in joins, meets and extensors is called
a subexpression of P if the polynomial P can be written as
P=(( } } } ((Q6 M1) 7 M2) 6 M3) } } } Mk&1) 7  6 Mk ,
for some polynomials M1 , ..., Mk in the GrassmannCaylay algebra, where
the last operation is a meet if k is even and a join if k is odd.
A polynomial P in a GrassmassCayley algebra of step n is said to be of
full step if its step is either zero or n. Recall that if step(A)+step(B)=n,
then A6 B=(A 7 B) } E, where E is the integral of GC(n) (c.f. Proposi-
tion 2.9). In the following we write R#S whenever one of the equations,
R=S } E or S=R } E, holds. A polynomial P in GC(n) is said to be proper
if every proper subexpression Q of P has a step which is positive and less
than n.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a proper polynomial with full step in the Grassmann
Cayley algebra GC(n). If a is a subexpression of P, and
P=(( } } } ((a 6 M1) 7 M2) 6 M3) } } } Mk&1) 7  6 Mk , (4.1)
for some polynomials M1 , ..., Mk , then
P#a 7 (M1 6 (M2 7 (M3 6 ( } } } (Mk&1 6  7 Mk))) } } } )). (4.2)
Proof. The proof is done by induction on k. For k=1,
a 6 M1=(a 7 M1) } E#(a7 M1),
as step(a)+step(M1)=n. For k=2,
(a 6 M1) 7 M2 #(a 6 M1) 6 M2=a 6 (M1 6 M2)#a 7 (M1 6 M2).
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Suppose now k>2 and the statement is true for k&1. Set
M=(a6 M1) 7 M2 ,
N=M3 6 (M4 7 } } } (Mk&1 6  7 Mk)).
Then by the inductive hypothesis,
P=(( } } } ((M 6 M3) 7 M4) } } } Mk&1) 7  6 Mk
#M 7 (M3 6 (M4 7 } } } (Mk&1 6  7 Mk)))
=M 7 N=(a 6 M1) 7 M2 7 N
#(a6 M1) 6 (M2 7 N)=a 6 (M1 6 (M2 7 N))
#a 7 (M1 6 (M2 7 N)). K
We call the right-hand side of the formula (4.2) the a-unfolding of P, and
denote it by a 7 P a .
Proposition 4.2. Let I: P=Q be an identity in a GrassmannCayley
algebra, where P and Q are proper polynomials with full steps in joins and
meets of extensors. If a is a subexpression of P and Q of step 1, then
a 7 P aa 7 Q a (4.3)
is a left lattice semi-analog of I.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, I is equivalent to
a 7 P a=a 7 Q a ,
from which we can derive the geometric theorem
a # P a O a 7 P a=0 O a 7 Q a=0 O either a # Q a or Q a=0.
The possibility Q a=0 can be viewed as a degenerate version of the
geometric theorem. Therefore the geometric theorem implied by I is
T: a # P a O a # Q a .
On the other hand, if Eq. (4.3) holds in every linear lattice, it implies that
the implication
aP a O aQ a
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holds in every linear lattice. In particular, this implication holds in the
lattice of subspaces of a projective space, where it means
a # P a O a # Q a ,
as desired. K
A large class of identities in GrassmannCayley algebras was found by
Hawrylycz in [13, 14], which may be viewed as a generalization of alter-
native laws in the sense of Barnabei, Brini and Rota [3]. This class of
identities was named Arguesian identities, as each represents a projective
invariant closely related to the configuration of Desargues theorem in the
projective plane. In what follows we are going to show that a subclass of
the Arguesian identities (Arguesian identities of order 2) can be extended
to inequalities in linear lattices. The geometric theorems implied by such
Arguesian identities can be viewed as consequences of the inequalities in
the class of linear lattices.
Following the setup of Hawrylycz [14], we introduce some notations. In
the GrassmassCayley algebra GC(n), let a=[a1 , ..., an] be an n-set of
vectors and X=[X1 , ..., Xn] be an n-set of covectors. The variable set a
(resp. X) occurs homogeneously of order k in a GrassmannCayley expres-
sion P if each a # a (resp. X # X) occurs k1 times in P. The variable set
a (resp. X) occurs multi-linearly in P if each a # a (resp. X # X) occurs
exactly once in P. Note that we use the convention that the juxtaposition
of vectors denotes their join while the juxtaposition of covectors denotes
their meet.
Definition 4.2. An Arguesian polynomial is a polynomial P(a, X) in
GC(n) involving only joins, meet and the sets of variables a and X such
that either
1. the variable set a occurs multi-linearly and the variable set X
occurs homogeneously of order k, in which case the polynomial P(a, X) is
called a type I Arguesian polynomial of order k, or
2. the variable set X occurs multi-linearly and the variable set a
occurs homogeneously of order k, in which case the polynomial P(a, X) is
called a type II Arguesian polynomial of order k.
Given a subexpression Q of an Arguesian polynomial P(a, X), let vec(Q)
denote the subset of vectors occurring in Q, and covec(Q) the subset of
covectors occurring in Q. We remark that if an Arguesian polynomial P of
GC(n) has order k, then P is necessarily of full step, by Proposition 2.11.
Given Arguesian polynomials P and Q, define P #E Q, which is read as
P is E-equivalent to Q, if there exists a real-valued function r of [a1 , ..., an]
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and [[X1 , ..., Xn]] such that the identity P=rQ is valid in the Grassmann
Cayley algebra GC(n), where we allow either side to be multiplied by the
integral extensor E. E-equivalence incorporates the fact that the scalar
brackets [a1 , ..., an], [[X1 , ..., Xn]] and the overall sign difference of P and
Q have no bearing on the geometry. Multiplication by the integral extensor
E merely formalizes the equivalence P 6 Q=(P 7 Q) } E when step(P)+
step(Q)=n.
Definition 4.3. An Arguesian identity of order k is an identity P #E Q
where P is a type I Arguesian polynomial of order k, and Q is a type II
Arguesian polynomial of order k.
In his Ph.D. thesis [13], M. Hawrylycz studies a class of Arguesian iden-
tities of various orders. It can be seen from the statement of Hawrylycz’s
theorem that identities of order 2 are substantially different from identities
of higher orders. This difference is fundamental in proving that Arguesian
identities of order 2 are latticial. For this reason we state only the part of
Hawrylycz’s theorem that deals with Arguesian identities of order 2. The
reader is referred to [13] for the complete treatment. Throughout this
paper the order 2 will be assumed unless otherwise specified.
Definition 4.4. Let a be an n-set of vectors and X be an n-set of covec-
tors. By an incidence matrix T(a, X) we mean a n_n matrix [T(ai , Xj)]ni, j=1
with 0, 1-entries such that (1) every row and every column have at least 2
non-zero entries, (2) no two rows or columns are identical, and (3) T
cannot be transformed into a block matrix of the following form (4.4) by
permutations of rows and columns, where the two stars in (4.4) represent
matrices of size k_l and (n&k)_(n&l ) for some positive integers k, l<n.
}C0
0
C}
For every a # a, denote by T(a, } ) the set of covectors Xj such that
T(a, Xj)=1. Similarly, for every X # X, denote by T( } , X) the set of vectors
ai such that T(ai , X)=1.
Theorem 4.3 (Hawrylycz). Let an incidence matrix T be given. For
every a # a, form the type I basic extensors
ea=\ Xj # T(a, } ) Xj+6 a.
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Similarly, for every X in X, form the type II basic extensors
fX=\ ai # T( } , X) ai+7 X.
Let P be a type I Arguesian polynomial in a GrassmannCayley algebra of
step n formed recursively from the set [ea] _ X using repeatedly the follow-
ing rules.
1. Given a polynomial R whose set of covectors covec(R) occurs multi-
linearly and a basic extensor ea with covec(R)T(a, } ), set
R$=\R 7\ Yi++6 a. (4.4)
where Yi ranges over T(a, } )"covec(R).
2. Given polynomials R, S, form R 7 S.
Let Q be a type II Arguesian polynomial in GrassmannCayley algebra of
step n formed recursively from the set [ fX] _ a using repeatedly the follow-
ing dual rules.
(i) Given a polynomial R whose set of vectors vec(R) occurs multi-
linearly and an extensor fX with vec(R)T( } , X), set
R$=\R 6 \ ai++7 X. (4.5)
where ai ranges over T( } , X)"vec(R).
(ii) Given polynomials R, S, form R 6 S.
If P and Q are type I, II Arguesian polynomials of order 2 formed by the
above rules, then
P #E Q.
Remark. The Arguesian identities constructed in Theorem 4.3 are not
necessarily unique. Theorem 4.3 asserts that all the Arguesian polynomials
of order 2 are E-equivalent, provided that they are constructed by the rules
or the dual rules from a given incidence matrix. On the other hand, not
every incidence matrix produces valid Arguesian identities. We say that an
incidence matrix is admissible if an Arguesian identity can be built from it.
An algebraic characterization of admissible matrices is given in Section 5.
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Example 4.1. Let T be the following 6_6 incidence matrix where each
V represents a non-zero entry.
(4.6)
A B C D E F
a V V V V V
b V V V V V
c V V V V
d V V V
e V V
f V V
The type I basic extensors are
ABCEF 6 a, ABCDF 6 b, BCDF 6 c, CEF 6 d, CF 6 e, BC 6 f.
Applying the rule (1) to ee and ed , we get ((CF 6 e) 7 E) 6 d. Applying
the rule (1) again to this expression and ea , we get
R=((((CF 6 e) 7 E) 6 d ) 7 AB) 6 a.
Similarly, applying the rule (1) to ef , ec , and then eb , we get
S=((((BC 6 f ) 7 DF ) 6 c) 7 A) 6 b.
A type I Arguesian polynomial P of order 2 can be formed be taking
R7 S 7 D 7 E.
The type II basic extensors are
ab 7 A, abcf 7 B, abcdef 7 C, bc 7 D, ad 7 E, abcde 7 F.
Applying the dual rule (i) to fA , fB , then fC , we get
R$=((((ab 7 A) 6 cf ) 7 B) 6 de) 7 C.
Similarly applying the dual rule (i) to fD 6 fE and fF , we get
S$=(((bc 7 D) 6 (ad 7 E)) 6 e) 7 F.
A type II Arguesian polynomial Q of order 2 can be formed by taking
R$ 6 S$ 6 f.
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By Theorem 4.3, the following identity is valid in GC(6).
(((((CF 6 e) 7 E) 6 d ) 7 AB) 6 a)
7 DE 7 (((((BC 6 f ) 7 DF ) 6 c) 7 A) 6 b)
#E (((((ab 7 A) 6 cf ) 7 B) 6 de) 7 C)
6 f 6 ((((bc 7 D) 6 (ad 7 E)) 6 e) 7 F ).
The following lemma plays a crucial role in the present paper.
Lemma 4.4. Let I: P #E Q be an Arguesian identity of order 2 formed
from an incidence matrix T(a, X), where P is of type I and Q is of type II.
Let a be a vector in a. Then
a 7 P aa 7 Q a (4.7)
is valid in the class of linear lattices, where a 7 P a , a 7 Q a are the a-un-
foldings of the polynomials P, Q respectively.
Before providing the proof of Lemma 4.4, we will work on a specific
example in GC(3) to get acquainted with the techniques and the proce-
dures of the proof.
Example 4.2. The following 3_3 incidence matrix
A B C
a V V
b V V V
c V V
produces the Arguesian identity
(((BC 6 a) 7 A) 6 b) 7 (AB 6 c)
7 C #E (((bc 7 A) 6 a) 7 B) 6 ((ab 7 C) 6 c). (4.8)
A lattice inequality corresponding to this Arguesian identity is the
inequality (4.9)
a 7 (BC 6 (A 7 (b 6 ((AB 6 c) 7 C))))
a 7 (b 6 (C 7 (c 6 (((bc 7 A) 6 a) 7 B)))). (4.9)
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This lattice inequality is obtained by unfolding the left-hand side of the
identity (4.8) with respect to a and the right-hand side with respect to the
second occurrence of a.
Proposition 4.5. The lattice inequality (4.9) is valid in every linear lattice.
Proof. We prove this inequality by doing operations on the series-
parallel graphs according to the following steps.
Step 1. Form the series-parallel graph of the left-hand side of the
identity (4.8) which we denote by P.
Define a partial ordering O on the set of vectors a=[a, b, c] by letting
bOa. Fix a vertex : and draw a rooted tree whose root is : and whose
edges are labeled by the vectors according to this partial ordering O as
shown in Fig. 3. Note that each edge labeled by a maximal vector is
connected to the root :, and each edge labeled by a minimal vectors has
a leaf as one of its endpoints.
Take an external point ; and connect ; with the vertices of the rooted
tree by edges labeled with covectors, as shown in Fig. 3. Note that the
edges labeled by covectors are drawn according to the construction of the
Arguesian polynomial P. The series-parallel graph between : and ;
represents P, where P is viewed merely as a lattice polynomial.
Step 2. The inequality (4.9) is a left semi-analog of the identity (4.8).
The left-hand side of (4.9) is graphically achieved by placing the new
terminal vertices :1 , ;1 at the ends of the edge labeled by a in Fig. 3.
To prove the inequality (4.9), we start from the graph in Fig. 3.
Duplicate the edges a, b and c and detach in :, ;1 , we obtain the graph at
the left of Fig. 4. This graph may be redrawn better, as shown in the middle
of Fig. 4. Now applying transitivity to edges labeled by covectors, we get
the graph at the right of Fig. 4, which is the series-parallel graph of the
FIG. 3. The series-parallel graph of the LHS of the identity (4.8).
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FIG. 4. Proof of the inequality (4.9).
right-hand side of the inequality (4.9), if one reads between the vertices
:1 , ;1 . K
Remark. The graph operations appeared in the above example are in a
slight different form from the ones stated in Section 3. We leave it to the
reader to check that each step of the above proof is equivalent to some
operations of Section 3.
The identity (4.8) was named third identity by Hawrylycz [13], as it
completes the classification of planar identities, along with the Desargues’
(2.4) and the Bricard’s (2.5). In the next section we will show that the third
identity and Desargues are the only planar identities of order 2, and the
geometric theorems they imply are equivalent.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let I: P #E Q be an Arguesian identity of order 2
formed from an incidence matrix T(a, X) by the rules stated in Theorem 4.3.
We prove that the inequality (4.7)
a 7 P aa 7 Q a
is valid in the class of linear lattices by performing operations on the series-
parallel graph associated to a 7 P a . To fully understand this proof, the
reader is encouraged to follow the steps on some specific examples.
First let us construct the series-parallel graphs associated to the Arguesian
polynomials P, Q, where P and Q are viewed merely as lattice polynomials.
Step 1 (The series-parallel graph associated to P). Define a partial
order O on the set of vectors a by letting aOb whenever T(a, } )T(b, } )
and in the formation of the polynomial P, the rule (1) of Theorem 4.3 is
applied to the basic extensor eb and an expression R where a # vec(R).
Note that under this partial order, if a is a minimal vector, then the basic
extensor ea is a subexpression of P.
Fix a point : and construct a rooted tree C whose root is : and whose
edges are labeled by vectors such that each vector labels exact one edge.
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All edge labeled by a vector a is called the edge a. The rooted tree C is
constructed recursively according to the following rules.
1. Edges labeled by maximal vectors are connected to the root :.
2. An edge aj is connected to an edge ai in the rooted tree if and only
if aj Oai . In particular, the leaves of the tree are endpoints of minimal
edges.
Take an external point ;, and connect ; with the vertices of the rooted
tree by edges labeled by covectors according to the formation of P:
(i) If a leaf v is the end point of the minimal edge a, then connect
v with ; by edges labeled by the covectors in T(a, } ).
(ii) Whenever the rule (1) of Theorem 4.3 is applied to a basic extensor
ea and a subexpression R of P, connect ; with the end of the edge a by new
edges labeled by the covectors in T(a, } )"covec(R).
(iii) Connect the vertices : and ; by an edge labeled by a covector
X for each covector X such that the polynomial P can be written as X7 P1
for some subexpression P1 .
The series-parallel graph obtained between : and ; is the one associated
to the Arguesian polynomial P, where P is viewed merely as a lattice
polynomial.
The a-unfolding of the polynomial P is graphically achieved by placing
a pair of vertices :1 , ;1 at the ends of the edge a in the rooted tree. Reading
the graph with terminal vertices :1 , ;1 yields the polynomial a 7 P a .
Denote this graph by Graph(P).
Step 2 (The series-parallel graph associated to a 7 Q a). This graph
can be obtained in the following way: Draw a circle and divide it into 2n
edges. Each edge is labeled by a vector by recording the occurrence of
vectors in the polynomial Q. Notice that each vector labels two edges on
the circle.
Draw arcs labeled by covectors according to the formation of Q:
(i) If a type II basic extensor fX appears in Q, add an arc with label
X that encloses the edges on the circle which are labeled by the vectors
in T( } , X).
(ii) If the dual rule (i) of Theorem 4.3 is used for a covector X and
a subexpression R, add an arc with label X that covers all the edges labeled
by the vectors in vec(R) and T( } , X)"vec(R).
It is clear that the set of edges enclosed by a covector X is exactly
T( } , X). An arc X encloses another arc Y if and only if the dual rule (i) is
applied to the basic extensor fX and a subexpression R of Q with Y # covec(R).
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The a-unfolding of the polynomial Q can be graphically achieved by
placing a new pair of terminal vertices :1 , ;1 at the ends of the edge a with
respect to which the polynomial Q is unfolded. Here we would like to point
out that the series-parallel graph constructed for a 7 Q a is not unique. For
instance, a permutation among the edges on the circle may be possible, as
guaranteed by the commutative rule of deduction of linear lattices.
Step 3. Now it is sufficient to trove that the graph associated to
a7 P a can be transformed to that of a 7 Q a by the operations listed in
Section 3.
We begin with the graph Graph(P) associated to P as described in
Step 1.
Duplicate every edge of the rooted tree, and label them by a$i for all i. It
can be seen that in the graph Graph(P), if a covector X labels the edges
from ; to the vertices vX and wX , then the shortest tree path connecting vX
to wX is exactly the edges labeled by the vectors in T( } , X): For any vector
a # T( } , X), either the basic extensor ea is a subexpression of P, or the rule
(1) is applied to the basic extensor ea and a subexpression R with X #
covec(R). In either case, the edge a is on the shortest path from : to vx or
wx . It is clear that vx and wx can not be in the same subtree of C":. There-
fore, the edge a is lying on the shortest path from vx to wx .
Similarly to the partial order on vectors, define a partial order O on
covectors by letting YO X whenever the dual rule (i) is applied to the basic
extensor fX and a subexpression R with Y # covec(R).
Starting at the minimal covectors under the partial order O , for every
subexpression of Q form a set of strings of vectors by the following rules:
(i) for any vector a in Q, String(a)=[a].
(ii) if fX is a subexpression of Q, let String( fX)=[ai1 } } } aik], where
ai1 , ..., aik are the labels of the shortest tree path from vX to wX .
(iii) if R 6 S is a subexpression of Q, then String(R 6 S)=String(R)
_ String(S).
(iv) if the dual rule (i) of Theorem 4.3 is applied to a basic covector
fX and a subexpression R, then T( } , X)$vec(R), and for every string in
String(R), the string (or its reverse) lies in the shortest tree path connecting
vX and wX . In this case, let
String \\R 6\ ai # T( } , X)"vec(R) ai++7 X+=[ai1 } } } aik]
where ai1 , ..., aik are the labels of shortest tree path from vX to wX .
Since Q is of order 2, no vector will have more than two occurrences in
the set String(Q). Therefore if we denote the second occurrence of the
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vector ai by a$i , then String(Q) consists of a set of disjoint strings built out
of the alphabet [a1 , ..., an , a$1 , ..., a$n], where no vector appears more than
once. Moreover, for any i, at least one of ai and a$i will appear in String(Q).
Form a circular string cir(Q) from the set String(Q) which begin at vec-
tor a1 such that (1) for each vector b # cir(Q), if S is the string in String(Q)
containing b, then either S or its reverse is a substring of cir(Q), and (2)
for each vector b, the vectors adjacent to b in cir(Q) must be the label of
an edge which connects with b in the rooted tree C.
We claim that the circular string cir(Q) such formed contains all the
vectors a1 , ..., an , a$1 , ..., a$n . Otherwise, the covectors can be partitioned into
two parts A and B such that  [T( } , X) | X # A] and  [T( } , X) | X # B]
are disjoint. This implies that the incidence matrix T(a, X) can be trans-
formed into a diagonal form under the permutation of rows and columns,
which contradicts the definition of incidence matrices.
Now we can finish our proof. Draw a circle and divide it into 2n edges.
Label these edges by the vectors [a1 , ..., an , a$1 , ..., a$n] in cir(Q) according
to their occurrences in cir(Q). Draw arcs labeled by covectors in such a
way that for any covector X, the arc labeled by X encloses exactly the
string in String( fX) if X is a minimal covector in O , or in String((R 6
( ai)) 7 X) if the dual rule (i) is applied to X and an expression R.
Any two arcs with labels X, Y are either disjoint, or one encloses the
other. The later case happens if and only if XO Y or YO X. By changing
the labels a$i by ai , and placing the new terminal vertices :1 , ;1 at the end
of the edge ai with respect to which Q is unfolded, we get the series-parallel
graph associated to a 7 Q a . This graph is indeed obtained from Graph(P),
the graph associated to a 7 P a as follows: The construction of the strings
offers the right way to duplicate the edges labeled by vectors and arrange
them in a circle, where we don’t distinguish a string and its reverse because
of the commutative rule of deduction for linear lattices. The construction of
arcs labeled by covectors are just applications of the transitive rule.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.4. K
Remark. (1) It is remarkable to notice that terminal vertices :1 , ;1
play no role in the proof of Lemma 4.4. We need them in order to interpret
the graphs as join-meet polynomials obtained by unfolding the Arguesian
identities. The proofs of inequalities remain just the same no matter where
these terminal vertices are placed.
(2) The first two restrictions on the incidence matrices, that every
row and every columns have at least 2 non-zero entries, and that no two
rows or columns are identical, are only necessary in stating the geometric
theorems. They are made to avoid certain degeneration in projective
spaces. They are irrelevant in the proof of the validity of the lattice
inequalities, as in the proof the lattice inequalities, every element is treated
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equally without any concern on the dimension. Therefore we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. Let T be any n_n 0, 1-matrix where the rows are
labeled by [a1 , ..., an] and columns are labeled by [X1 , ..., Xn]. Suppose T
cannot be transformed into a block matrix under the permutation of rows and
columns. Let P (resp. Q) be a type I (resp. type II ) Arguesian polynomial
formed recursively by the rules (resp. dual rules) of Theorem 4.3. Then
a 7 P aa 7 Q a
is valid in the class of linear lattices, for every a # [a1 , ..., an].
We illustrate the proof of Lemma 4.4 by the following example in GC(5).
As before, each V represents a non-zero entry in the incidence matrix.
Example 4.3. Given a 5_5 incidence matrix as follows.
A B C D E
a V V V
b V V V
c V V
d V V
e V V
An Arguesian identity constructed according to this matrix is
(ABC 6 a) 7 (BE 6 c) 7 (DE 6 e) 7 (((CD 6 d ) 7 A) 6 b)
#E (((ab 7 A) 6 d ) 7 C) 6 ((ca 7 B) 6 (ebd 7 D) 6 (ce 7 E). (4.10)
A left lattice semi-analog of this identity is the formula 4.11, which is
obtained by unfolding the left-hand side with respect to the vector a, and
the right-hand side with respect to the first occurrence of a.
a 7 (ABC 6 ((BE 6 c) 7 (DE 6 e) 7 (((CD 6 d ) 7 A) 6 b)))
a7 (b 6 (A 7 (d 6 (C 7 ((ca 7 B) 6 (ce 7 E) 6 ebd 7 D)))))
(4.11)
Proposition 4.7. The inequality (4.11) is valid in the class of linear
lattices.
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Proof. Denote by P, Q the left-hand and right-hand sides of the identity
(4.10).
Form the series-parallel graph of P. The partial order O on the vector
set [a, b, c, d, e] is defined by letting dOb. All other pairs of vectors are
non-comparable. Form the rooted tree according to this partial order.
Take an external point ;, and connect ; with the vertices of the rooted tree.
We simplify the graph by drawing only one edge from ; to each vertices
of the tree, and label that edge by all possible covectors.
Duplicate all the edges of the rooted tree, and label the new edges by
a$, b$, c$, d $, e$. The Arguesian polynomial Q (the right-hand side of (4.10))
is built from the type II basic extensors fA , fB , fD , fE and one application
of the dual rule (i) of Theorem 4.3 to fC and R= fA . Form the string sets,
so that we have
String( fA)=[ab], String fB=[a$c],
String( fD)=[eb$d], String( fE)=[c$e$],
and String(( fA 6 d ) 7 C)=[abd $] which covers String( fA).
Now String(Q)=[abd $, a$c, eb$d, c$e$]. A circular string is
a b d$
C
d b$ e
D
e$ c$
E
c a$
B
,
which yields the graphic proof of the inequality (4.11) (Fig. 5).
The new terminal vertices :1 , ;1 should be placed at the ends of the edge
a which is enclosed by the arc A, as the right-hand side of the inequality
(4.11) is unfolded with respect to it.
Finally, by replacing the labels v$ by v for v=a, b, c, d, e, the graph at the
right of Fig. 5 becomes the series-parallel graph associated to a 7 Q a , up to
a permutation of the edges on the circle, which is allowed by the com-
mutative operation. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.7. K
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FIG. 5. Proof of the inequality (4.11).
Definition 4.5. Given an Arguesian identity I: P #E Q, the dual identity
I8 : P8 #E Q8 is the identity obtained from I by dualizing polynomials P and Q,
i.e., exchanging all the occurrence of join 6 with those of meet 7 . It is
clear that the dual identity is again an Arguesian identity.
Theorem 4.8. Arguesian identities of order 2 are latticial.
Proof. Let I: P #E Q be an Arguesian identity, where P is of type I and
Q is of type II. Assume I implies the geometric theorem R  S. By
Lemma 4.4, the left semi-analog of I is valid in every linear lattice, which
gives a latticial proof of the geometric theorem R O S.
It remains to prove the opposite implication. Notice that the dual iden-
tity I8 : P8 #Q8 is an Arguesian identity for which P8 is of type II and Q8 is of
type I. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, the following inequality is valid in every
linear lattice,
A8 7 Q8 A8 7 P8 , (4.12)
for every covector A. Inequality (4.12) implies the geometric theorem
S8 O R8 . (4.13)
Taking the dual theorem of (4.13), we obtain S O R, by the Principle of
Duality in projective geometry. This completes the proof. K
5. ALGEBRA AND PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
In building an Arguesian identity from a given incidence matrix, one
notices that not every incidence matrix produces an Arguesian identity. An
incidence matrix is said to be admissible if an Arguesian identity can be
built from it. Admissible matrices must satisfy some suitable properties which
are subtly expressed in Theorem 4.3.
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Example 5.1 (An Non-admissible 4_4 Matrix). The following matrix
is not admissible.
(5.1)
A B C D
a V V V
b V V V
c V V V
d V V V
If we try to draw a graph for a potential type II Arguesian polynomial of
order 2 as described in Section 4, we obtain the following graph,
which is not a series-parallel graph, for any choice of terminal vertices at
the ends of an edge labeled by a vector.
In the following we give an algebraic description for admissible incidence
matrices.
Let T(a, X) be an n_n incidence matrix. Where a=[a1 , ..., an] is the set
of vectors and X=[X1 , ..., Xn] is the set of covectors. Define a partial
ordering << in the set of vectors a (resp. covectors X) by letting ai<<aj
whenever T(ai , } )T(aj , } ), (resp. Xi<<Xj whenever T( } , Xi)T( } , Xj)).
Let P be an Arguesian polynomial of type I formed from T(a, X). We
revise the rooted tree C which is defined in constructing the series-parallel
graph of P in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
The set of vertices of the rooted tree C has a natural one-to-one corre-
spondence with the set a _ [:]. The set of covectors appeared as labels of
the edges connecting ; and the end of the edge a is called the index of a,
and denoted by index(a), for every a # a. Similarly define the index of : to
be the set of covectors appeared as labels of the edges connecting ; and :.
The index set of the rooted tree C, which is denoted by index(C), is the
multiset obtained by taking the union of index(a), where a ranges over
a _ [:]. We say that C is a rooted tree-cover of the set (a, <<).
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It is clear that the partial order O on a defined in the step 1 of the proof
of Lemma 4.4 is a subset of the partial ordering <<. A type I Arguesian
polynomial of order k can be formed from the incidence matrix T(a, X) if
and only if there exists a rooted tree-cover C of (a, <<) such that every
covector in X has multiplicity k in the multiset index(C).
For k=2, the above statement implies a necessary condition for which
an incidence matrix is admissible. This condition is useful in practice when
one tries to exclude the non-admissible matrices.
Definition 5.1. The independence number of a finite partially ordered
set S is the maximal cardinality of a subset of S in which any two elements
are non-comparable. The independence number of S is denoted by {(S).
Lemma 5.1. For a finite partially ordered set S, the independence number
{(S) is less than or equal to 2 if and only if S can be covered by two chains.
Proof. It is clear that {(S)2 for any partially ordered set S which can
be covered by two chains.
Conversely, assume {(S)2. We prove by induction that S can be
covered by two chains.
Let n be the cardinality of S. Obviously the statement is true for
n=1, 2, 3.
Suppose that the statement is true for n&1. Let x be an element in S.
By the inductive hypothesis, S"[x] can be covered by two chains Y=
[ y1<< y2<< } } } << yk] and Z=[z1<<z2<< } } } <<zm]. We may assume
that for any element in Z, there is an element in Y that is non-comparable
with it. Let yi , zj be the smallest elements in Y, Z that is non-comparable
with x. Consequently yi&1<<x and zj&1<<x.
Consider the subset [x, yi , zj]. Since :(S)2, without loss of generality,
we may assume that yi<<zj . Let yi2>> yi be the smallest element that is
not comparable with zj . Then yi2&1<<zj . Considering the subset (x, bj , yi2 ),
we have x<< yi2 . Therefore
y1<< } } } << yi2&1<<zj<<zj+1<< } } } <<zm ,
z1<< } } } <<zj&1<<x<< yi2<< } } } << yk
are the two chains that cover S. K
Proposition 5.2 (A Necessary Condition). If an Arguesian identity of
order 2 can be built from an incidence matrix T(a, X), then for all sets
T(a, } ) (resp. T( } , X)) under the partial ordering <<, the independence
number is less than or equal to 2.
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Proof. First we show that if a type I Arguesian polynomial of order 2
exists, then the independence number of the set T( } , X) is less than or equal
to 2, for all X # X.
Let C be a rooted tree-cover of (a, <<) such that every covector occurs
twice in the multiset index(C). For any X # X, there are exactly two vertices
vX and wX such that X # index(vX) & index(wX). From the proof of
Lemma 4.4, T( } , X) is exactly the set of vectors labeling the shortest path
from vX to wX . Note that in the tree C, if two edges labeled by vectors a
and b meet at a vertex, then either a<<b or b<<a, except that these two
edges meet at the root :. By taking away the root : from the path, we
obtain that the set T( } , X) can be covered by two chains under the order
<<. As a consequence, the independence number of the set T( } , X) is less
than or equal to 2.
Since the Arguesian polynomials of type II are formed by the rules in
which are dual to that of the Arguesian polynomials of type I, and the
vectors are the counterparts of the covectors in this duality, we conclude
that if the set T(a, } ) has an independence number 2 for all a # a, then
a type II Arguesian polynomial exists. K
Let us apply Proposition 5.2 to the example 5.1. In the matrix (5.1),
T(a, } )=[B, C, D] in which any two elements are non-comparable under
the partial ordering <<. Thus the independence number of this set is 3 and
the matrix (5.1) is not admissible.
The attempting to derive Arguesian identities, and hence the lattice
inequalities from non-admissible incidence matrices is what motivated us
for studying a new class of invariant operations on the projective spaces,
namely, the graphical operations associated to general graphs, which is the
generalization of the series-parallel graphs in both the GrassmannCayley
algebras and linear lattices. For the details of the results of the graphical
operations, the reader is referred to our recent paperGraphical Operations
on Projective Spaces [21].
Finally we discuss the properness of the Arguesian polynomials. Recall
that a polynomial in the GrassmannCayley algebra GC(n) is said to be
proper if for every proper subexpression R, 0<step(R)<n.
For a GrassmannCayley expression P built out of vectors and covectors
in joins and meets, step(P)# |vec(P)|&|covec(P)| (mod n), by Proposi-
tion 2.11. Thus an Arguesian polynomial is proper if and only if |vec(R)|
|covec(R)| (mod n) for any proper subexpression R of P. In particular, an
expression of the form a 6 X or a 7 X cannot appear in Arguesian polyno-
mials. This explains the reason why every row and every column of an
incidence matrix must have at least two non-zero entries.
The proof of Lemma 4.4 requires that T(a, X) cannot be transformed
into a diagonal matrix under the permutation of rows and columns. The
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requirement that no two rows or columns are identical is made to avoid
degeneration: In many cases, if T has two identical rows or columns, the
corresponding Arguesian identity can be reduced to one in a lower dimension.
Using Proposition 5.2 and the properness requirements, one can easily
classify all admissible matrices of dimension 3 and 4 which yield Arguesian
identities of order 2, up to a permutation of rows and columns. Arguesian
identities derived from such incidence matrices describe the incidence
relations in the projective plane and the 3-dimensional projective space.
In the following we list all the admissible incidence matrices of dimension
3 and 4, along with the geometric theorems implied by them. These
matrices are obtained by listing all possible matrices with 0, 1-entries and
excluding those that do not satisfy Proposition 5.2 or the properness
requirements. The computation is straightforward and is omitted here.
The classification of Arguesian identities of order 2 in GC(3) was first
known by M. Hawrylycz, who also had a proof of Proposition 5.3.
Definition 5.2. An incidence matrix T is self-dual if there exists a
permutation of the columns and the rows which transforms T into a
symmetric matrix.
Geometric theorem implied by self-dual matrices are clearly self-dual.
Examples of self-dual theorems include the Desargues’ (2.4), the third iden-
tity (4.9), and the identity (4.11), as can be easily verified. The following
incidence matrix, on the other hand, is not self-dual.
V V V V
V V
V V
V V
For the GrassmannCayley algebra of step 3, the only Arguesian identities
up to a permutation of the vector and covertor sets, are the Desargues’ (2.4)
and the third identity (4.9). They are constructed from the following two
symmetric matrices, respectively.
V V V V
Desargurs: V V The third identity: V V V
V V V V
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We list in the following the Arguesian identities and the lattice analogs
derived from these two matrices, for a comparison. Both lattice analogs are
valid in the class of linear lattices.
Desargues.
((a 6 BC) 7 (b 6 AC)) 7 (c 6 AB) #E (bc 7 A) 6 (ac 7 B) 6 (ab 7 C).
The lattice inequality of the Desaurgues theorem is
a 7 (BC 6 ((b 6 AC) 7 (c6 AB)))
a 7 (b 6 (C 7 ((bc 7 A) 6 (ac 7 B)))).
The third identity.
(((BC 6 a) 7 A) 6 b) 7 (AB 6 c) 7 C
#E (((bc 7 A) 6 a) 7 B) 6 ((ab 7 C) 6 c).
The lattice inequality of the third identity is
a 7 (BC 6 (A 7 (b 6 ((AB 6 c) 7 C))))
a 7 (b 6 (C 7 (c 6 (((bc 7 A) 6 a) 7 B)))).
Both the Desaugues theorem and the geometric theorem of the third
identity are self-dual. Indeed, these two geometric theorems are equivalent
in the projective plane.
Proposition 5.3. The geometric theorems implied by the third identity is
equivalent to the Desaurgues theorem.
Proof. Let us recall the Desargues theorem and state the geometric
theorem of the third identity.
Desargues Theorem. Let a, b, c, a$, b$, c$ be six distinct points in the
projective plane. Then the lines L=aa$, M=bb$, N=cc$ are concurrent if
and only if the points x=bc & b$c$, y=ac & a$c$, z=ab & a$b$ are collinear.
Geometric Theorem of the Third Identity. Let a, b, c and a$, b$, c$ be
two triangles in a projective plane. The points aa$ & b$c$, cc$ & a$b$ and b are
collinear if and only if the line a$c$ and the lines given by joining the points
ab & a$b$ and bc & b$c$ with c and a, respectively, are concurrent.
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First assume the Desargues theorem. We prove the geometric theorem of
the third identity, (the right graph in Fig. 6). Let t=aa$ & b$c$, s=cc$ & a$b$
and x=bc & b$c$, z=ab & a$b$. If t, s, b are collinear, then in the triangles
2czb and 2c$a$t, we have cc$ & za$ & bt=s. By the Desargues theorem, the
points cz & c$a$, cb & c$t=x, and zb & a$t=a are collinear. Let q=cz & a$c$.
Then q, x, a are collinear, i.e., q lies on the line ax. Therefore the lines a$c$,
cz, and ax meet at the point q.
Conversely, assume the geometric theorem of the third identity. We prove
the Desargues theorem (the left graph in Fig. 6). If aa$ & bb$ & cc$= p, let
t=a$a & b$c$. Again let x=bc & b$c$, y=ac & a$c$, and z=ab & a$b$. Consider
the triangles 2zbc and 2a$tc$. We have
za$ & tc$=b$, cc$ & a$t= p,
and b$, p, b are collinear. By the geometric theorem of the third identity,
the lines a$c$, c 6 (zb & a$t)=ac, z 6 (bc & tc$)=xz are concurrent. That is,
the intersection ac & a$c$= y lies on the line xz. This proves the Desargues
theorem.
As both theorems are self-dual, the above proof is sufficient. K
Remark. The lattice inequality (5.3) is equivalent to the inequality
(3.2), as in any lattice, a 7 P aa 7 Q a if and only if a 7 P aQ a . Indeed,
for any Arguesian identities P #E Q of order 2 where P is of type I and Q
is of type II, the lattice semi-analog can be simplified to the equivalent form
a7 P aQ a .
Theorem 5.4. There exist exactly 8 irreducible Arguesian identities in
dimension 4. Identities 1-6 are self-dual and the last two are dual to each
other. The corresponding matrices are given by:
FIG. 6. The Desargues theorem and the geometric theorem of the third identity.
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V V V V V V V V V
1:
V V
2:
V V V
3:
V V V
V V V V V V
V V V V V V
V V V V V V V V V V
4:
V V
5:
V V V
6:
V V
V V V V V V V
V V V V V V V
V V V V V V
7:
V V
8=78 :
V V V
V V V V V
V V V V
The corresponding identities are graphically shown in Fig. 7. The third matrix
may yield two Arguesian identities, to whom the graphs are the same. So does
the fifth matrix. The identity derived from the first matrix is called first
higher Arguesian identity by Haiman [16].
From the incidence matrices, or from the graphs of Fig. 7, we can derive
the equivalent geometric theorems implied by the Arguesian identities.
Using a dual basis A=b$c$d $, B=a$c$d $, C=a$b$d $, and D=a$b$c$, we can
further express the theorems in terms of configurations of points. The follow-
ing is a complete list of geometric theorems in the 3-dimensional projective
space derived from the Arguesian identities of order 2 in GC(4).
Geometric Theorem 1. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The points ab & b$c$d $, bd & a$b$d $, cd & a$b$c$,
and ac & a$c$d $ lie on a common plane if and only if the planes b$c$a, b$d $b,
a$b$d, and a$c$c meet at a common point.
Geometric Theorem 2. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The line aa$ meets the planes db$c$ and (cc$d $ &
a$b$d $) _ b at the same point if and only if the line bcd & b$c$d $ intersects the
line determined by the points a$b$c$ & ad and ((a$b$d $ & ab) _ c) & a$c$d $.
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FIG. 7. Classification of Arguesian identities in P3.
Geometric Theorem 3. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The line (db$c$ & a$d $) _ a meets the planes b$c$d $
and (cc$d $ & a$b$d $) _ b at the same point if and only if the line ((a$b$c$ & ad )
_ bc) & b$c$d $ intersects the line determined by the points d and ((a$b$d $ & ad )
_ c) & a$c$d $.
Geometric Theorem 4. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The points b, c, ((ab 7 a$c$d $) 6 d ) 7 b$c$d $, and
((cd 7 a$b$d $) 6 a) 7 a$b$c$ lie on a common plane if and only the line a$d $
intersects the line obtained by taking the intersections of the planes (c$d $b 7
a$b$c$) 6 a and (a$b$c 7 b$c$d $) 6 d.
Geometric Theorem 5. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The line (cc$ & a$b$d $) _ a meets the planes
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(db$d $ & a$c$d $) _ a and a$b$c$ at the same point if and only if the line
((a$b$d $ & abd) _ c) & b$c$d $ intersects the line determined by the points d and
((a$b$c$ & ac) _ b) & a$c$d $.
Geometric Theorem 6. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The points a$b$c$ & cd, a$b$d $ & ad, b and
((a$c$d $ & ab) _ c) & b$c$d $ lie on a common plane if and only if the planes
db$d $, cb$c$, a$c$d $ and (bc$d $ & a$b$d $) _ a meet at a common point.
Geometric Theorem 7. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The line (da$d $ & b$c$) _ a meets the planes ca$b$
and bc$d $ at the same point if and only if the line bc intersects the line deter-
mined by the points ((b$c$d $ & ab) _ d ) & a$c$d $ and ((a$b$c$ & ac) _ d ) &
a$b$d $.
Geometric Theorem 8. Given points a, b, c, d, a$, b$, c$, d $ in a 3-dimen-
sional real projective space. The line a$d $ meets the planes (ac$d $ & a$b$c$) _ b
and (db$d $ & a$b$c$) _ c at the same point if and only if the line determined
by the points a$c$d $ & ab and a$b$d $ & cd meets the planes b$c$d $ and
(a$b$c$ & bc) _ ad at the same point.
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